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what people are writing about

BOOKS

of applying the standard capital in
vestment analysis techniques to
equipment replacement.

Financial Analysis Techniques
for Equipment Replacement De
cisions by E
assilatou-Tha
nopoulos, NAA Research Mono
graph No. 1, National Association
of Accountants, New York, 1965,
67 pages, $2.
Equipment replacement deci
sions deserve more careful analysis
than they get in most companies,
the author believes. In this research
monograph, the first of a series on
management accounting to be pub
lished by NAA, she suggests ways

In the companies Mrs. VassilatouThanapoulos visited in the course
of her research, capital equipment
replacement decisions are guided
largely by intuition and experi
ence. There are a number of rea
sons:
Individual outlays for equipment
are often smaller than other capital
expenditures, and they arise more
frequently. Thus, businessmen are
reluctant to apply elaborate ana
lytical methods, methods that they
frequently do not understand very
well anyway. Costs and revenues

associated with a piece of equip
ment usually cannot be determined
as readily as those associated with
other capital outlays because of the
dependent nature of the equip
ment.
Yet, the author argues, equip
ment replacement outlays, which
in total often exceed spending for
expansion, are important enough to
justify careful analysis. And the
objective measures of investment
worth used in evaluating major
capital projects are equally helpful
in making equipment replacement
decisions. Allowance must be made,
of course, for the special charac
teristics of replacement decisions,
chiefly the fact that retention
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existing equipment is an alterna
struct both arrow and circle dia
This little volume does not live
tive.
grams.
up to its billing as “the first thor
Mrs. Vassilatou-Thanapoulos re
ough examination of the computer
Sales Analysis, NICB Study in
views the principal measures of in
in
our way of life,” but it does offer
Business Policy No. 113, National
vestment worth used in appraising

a
lively
and provocative analysis of
Industrial Conference Board, New
capital investment proposals and
a
few
of the significant issues
York, 1965, 90 pages, $3.50 to as
suggests how they can be adapted
raised by the computer.
sociates and to governmental agen
to replacement decision making. As
The author does not really ex
cies, $17.50 to non-associates.
she notes, none of these techniques
plain what a computer is or how
is new. For those companies that
Based on a survey of practices
it works. Except for one applica
are not using them in replacement
in 155 American and Canadian
tions-oriented chapter on real time
planning, however, this report
companies, this research study re
systems, which briefly summarizes
should serve as a valuable guide to
views current methods of and prob
such systems as the Air Force’s
improved decision making.
lems in sales analysis for marketing
SAGE, American Airlines’ SABRE,
control.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation’s
The Critical-Path Method by L. R.
ADA, and some railroad projects,
Nearly every company now
Shaffer, J. B. Ritter, and W. L.
he devotes little space to the work
makes systematic, continuing stud
Meyer, McGraw-Hill Book Com
that computers are actually doing
ies of its sales and its selling ef
pany, New York, 1965, 224 pages,
in
industry.
fort for purposes of planning and
$9.50.
Instead he concentrates on such
control, this study notes. Often sales
global
questions as these: Will auto
analysis has developed on a piece
The various network sequencing
mation
reduce employment? (His
meal and uncoordinated basis. But
techniques for project planning and
answer
is
no.) Will the computer
increasing requirements for sales
control are finding a wide range of
lead
to
more
centralization of man
data and the availability of com
applications, ranging from research
agement?
(Yes.)
Will it wipe out
puters to do the calculations have
project management to scheduling
middle
management?
(Just about.)
encouraged the use of improved
of steps in
consulting engage
Will
computers
ever
learn
to think
techniques in recent years.
ment. This book explains one of
like
human
beings?
(
Maybe.
) Many
This study reviews the specific
those techniques, critical path meth
of
the
answers
are
arrived
at
on the
uses companies make of sales anal
od, in terms that any businessman
basis
of
very
little
hard
informa
yses, various groupings and forms
can follow.
tion.
of sales information, the problems
CPM (critical path method), al
Despite its publication in a busi
of defining and meeting sales in
though originally developed for
ness
magazine, this is not really a
formation needs, ways of present
factory use, has provoked its most
book
for businessmen. The execu
ing sales data effectively, and
enthusiastic response in the con
tive who wants guidance in coping
methods used to ensure that proper
struction industry. This book, by
with the problems and potential of
use is made of sales reports.
three professors of civil engineer
electronic data processing in his
Twenty-one case studies, illustrated
ing at the University of Illinois, is
company will not find it here. For
by samples of sales reports and
slanted toward the construction in
the general reader, however, the
other documents, detail the tech
dustry, from which the examples
volume is a good guide to the com
niques of individual companies of
are taken.
puter
age — if not to the computer.
various sizes in various industries.
Nevertheless, it is a usable hand
The report is intended as a
book for project planners in any
working manual for all who are in
MAGAZINES
field. Emphasis is on the applica
volved in the preparation and use
tion of the method rather than on
of sales reports. It should be help
The Role of the Financial Vice
the mathematical theory behind it
ful to any sales executive or ac
President in a Growth Company
or on the detailed calculation proc
countant interested in knowing
by Joseph Morse, California Man
ess. Only a knowledge of arith
what current practice is in other
agement Review, Spring, 1965.
metic is required to follow the dis
companies.
cussion.
Financial managers’ responsibili
The book explains the purpose
ties have increased as changes in
The Computer Age by Gilbert
and function of CPM, tells how to
the size and complexity of Amer
urck, Harper & Row, New York,
apply it with or without a com
ican corporations have produced a
141 pages, $3.95.
puter, and describes analytical
shift in orientation from sales and
methods suitable both when there
This compilation of
recent
production to planning and con
is only one way to perform an oper
series of Fortune articles is a once
trols. According to the author, him
ation in a project sequence and
over lightly survey of some of the
self financial executive, their jobs
when there are multiple ways. Dia
more far-reaching implications of
encompass four functions: (1) rais
grams and charts show how to con
the computer revolution.
ing capital; (2) participating in the
58
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allocation of capital to present or
new producing divisions; (3) audit
ing, controlling, and planning the
use of allocated capital; and (4)
managing the financial department.
Morse discusses the first three of
these functions.
The financial vice president’s
prime function is to obtain capital
on the most favorable basis, which,
according to Mr. Morse, should be
on a basis which maximizes the re
turn to present equity, with the
financial vice president acting as a
representative of existing owners.
Several types of securities that
might be used by the company (as
well the relevant income tax and
security laws) are discussed along
with off-balance financing (leases).
The author favors little or no
payment of dividends in a growth
company. In the past the payment
of dividends was an indication of
a well managed company. How
ever, a company that pays divi
dends must sell stock to finance
growth. The stockholders must pay
tax on the dividends and accord
ingly have less to invest. The com
pany also must pay large costs on
each new issue. Would not both
the company and the shareholder
be better off if no dividend has
been paid?
The usual standard in capital
allocation is return on investment,
a better yardstick than increase in
sales or even in profits. However,
the phrase return on investment
raises complex problems. For ex
ample, what is the investment?
Two definitions are suggested: (1)
return on total assets (to see how
efficiently the business as a whole
is operated) and (2) return on
common stock equity (to appraise
the yield to risk of investors who
control the corporation).
Several ways of evaluating capi
tal investment are described. Mr.
Morse recommends the use of
mathematical formulas to evaluate
capital investment decisions but
warns that these formulas should
be used in conjunction with ex
perience, common sense, and intui
tion. He raises the question as to
July-August, 1965
Published
by eGrove, 1965
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what the minimum rate of return
should be but offers no answer.
This might have been a good place
to mention the average cost of
capital concept.
As part of the investment proc
ess, a recurring audit (not an audit
in the usual sense) should be made
of all major investments. An in
vestment audit is an appraisal, like
those involved in the capital budg
eting decision, of the rate of return
and the competence of manage
ment. Two interesting questions are
posed, “What constitutes an asset?”
and “What is the value of an asset?”
However, no answers are given.
The techniques used to make an
investment audit effective are simi
lar to those required to make any
program effective, including the
use of charts as an aid in appraisal
and control. Before-the-fact evalu
ation, i.e., budgeting, is also essen
tial to effective planning and con
trol.
Philip Tibbs
The Ohio State University
Wanted: Top Business Managers
by Paul B. Wishart, Management
Review, March, 1965.
In this article Mr. Wishart indi
cates the urgent need for managers,
discusses the changes in manage
ment that will affect the training
of future managers, and suggests
some of the responsibilities that
must be accepted by industry and
the business school in order to at
tract, develop, and keep the type
of men needed.

According to Mr. Wishart, eco
nomic expansion; retirement, death,
and obsolescence of present man
agers; and higher turnover because
of the growing pace and com
plexity of the management job are
creating a growing need for man
agers. The strong competition
among companies for MBA gradu
ates, the increasing use of execu
tive search agencies, and the grow
ing number of help wanted ads are
all evidence of this need.
The time-honored method of de
veloping a manager by letting him
“learn the business” is no longer

practical, Mr. Wishart feels. The
content of products and processes
has become so technical that it
would require a lifetime for a man
ager to get training in all the spe
cial areas involved. Thus, a broad
based education is required of to
day’s manager in order to motivate
and organize the more highly edu
cated employee.
So far, Mr. Wishart says, busi
ness management has responded re
markably well in meeting all the
changes. However, more dramatic
and drastic changes are to be ex
pected in the next decade.
The major responsibility for the
development of future managers
lies on the shoulders of industry.
The climate created by industry de
termines to a large extent the kind
of young men that will be at
tracted to the profession. Current
managers must train themselves to
look for, to hire, and to support
understudies who are more capable
than themselves. Current recruiting
devices (application forms, inter
views, tests, etc.) must be used
carefully because they may weed
out the genius as well as the below
average applicant. Because of the
changing situation, the individual
who has proved successful
a
manager in the past may no longer
serve as a norm in hiring future
managers. The successful manager
of the future will be the “one with
the skill and courage to use change
as the basis for making the right
risk-taking decisions.”
company
will be unwise to narrow its choice
to a select group or adhere to the
seniority system in granting pro
motions.
After a potential manager is
hired, it is essential that he be con
stantly challenged. When a good
man feels he is at the top of his
job he will leave. Furthermore, a
manager must be encouraged to
keep himself abreast of new de
velopments—to avoid obsolescence.
As for the formal preparation of
managers, the Committee for Eco
nomic Development’s pamphlet,
“Education of Tomorrow’s Man
agers,” concludes “that academic
standards are too low, that prepar
59
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ation is not effective in the de
The Teaching of Statistics in
major types of service center: (1)
velopment of managerial abilities,
Business Schools — A Summary
affiliates of equipment manufac
and that graduates are not as well
Report by Edwin B. Cox, The
turers that make their special ma
prepared as they should be for
American Statistician, February,
chines and programing services
starting careers in business.” Busi
1965.
available to the public, (2) inde
ness must accept part of the blame
pendent companies in business spe
A survey of present college busi
because it has not made the excite
cifically to sell their own machine
ness statistics courses results in con
ment and challenge of management
time and programing services, (3)
clusions and suggestions for the
known to the public. It must do
time sellers with excess capacity
future form of statistics education
something about this if the best
on EDP equipment who sell un
in business schools.
young talent is going to be at
booked machine time to outsiders,
tracted to the profession. As a par
This article summarizes the re
and (4) banks that are prepared to
tial solution, the author suggests
port submitted by the Committee
take over the handling of opera
that industry maintain a close re
for the Study on the Teaching of
tions such
payroll. The advan
lationship with various department
Statistics in Business Schools, which
tages and limitations of each type
heads in universities and keep them
is
one of a series of studies on the
are discussed.
status of statistics instruction by
informed of the needs of the man
Many service centers have de
agement profession. Also, industry
the American Statistical Associa
veloped standard programs for
tion’s Section on Training.
should take advantage of every op
common clerical functions. They
portunity to speak to students who
A questionnaire was sent to col
give the client the benefit of the ex
are trying to select a career for
legiate schools of business. The
perience of the center at a cost sub
themselves.
Committee felt the responses were
stantially below that of a specially
Mr. Wishart’s theme can be
representative of the present prac
tailored program. This is fine pro
summed up as follows: In order to
vided it does the job. However,
tice and planning affecting statis
tics instruction for the majority of
get the 200,000 top business man
such a system may not quite fit the
agers needed in this changing
students in business schools.
procedures in a particular case, and
business world, industry must make
the cost of adjusting it may make
The study resulted in the follow
ing conclusions:
a conscious effort to attract top
it more expensive than a specially
young talent to the management
designed program. As an indication
1. Most business schools have re
profession, and the business schools
of what is available in this area,
quired at least one course in sta
must keep abreast of the needs of
the article identifies and describes
tistics, but advanced statistics cour
industry
that they can provide
ses and the application of statistics
briefly some of the package pro
the broad-based education required
in other courses have been limited.
grams offered by IBM’s Service
of the future manager.
Bureau Corporation.
2. Recent developments have
R. V. Hartley
The form in which the data ar
forced devotion of extensive atten
University of Illinois
rive at the EDP center is a signi
tion to discussion and planning in
ficant factor in determining the
the quantitative area.
service
cost.
Usually,
before
they
3. The growing importance of
Choosing and Using an Outside
can
be
fed
into
the
machines,
the
quantitative
subjects in business
EDP Center, Administrative Man
data
must
be
in
one
of
three
forms
:
schools,
with
accompanying in
agement, January, 1965.
punched cards, paper tape, or mag
creases in qualified faculty, creates
Companies need not invest in ex
netic tape. The cost of the service
the opportunity and the need to
pensive equipment to enjoy the
will be substantially lower if the
establish a separate department of
benefits of rapid data handling.
data arrive in forms that can read
quantitative subjects.
This article suggests when and how
ily be translated into punched cards
4. The sequence of business
to use an EDP service bureau.
or tape. Some companies find it
courses in mathematics, statistics,
profitable to handle all the pre
and quantitative methods should
Smaller companies are discover
liminary processing themselves.
be more effectively integrated.
ing that they can use outside elec
The variety of EDP services now
5. More thought and effort
tronic data processing centers to
available makes it possible for
should be devoted to increasing the
handle such routine clerical jobs
nearly any user to select the type
role of the computer in statistics
as payroll, inventory control, and
best suited to his needs.
clear
courses.
accounting. Other companies use
understanding of the kinds of serv
these centers for specially designed
6. The growth in the amount
ice available, together with a
programs. Some that are consider
and quality of quantitative instruc
knowledge of the specific quali
ing switching to EDP use outside
tion in business schools may attract
fications needed in a particular
centers as a testing ground before
a sufficient number of qualified
case, is essential.
installing new systems and costly
persons to bring desirable changes
machines.
in the variety and quality of sta
Arthur V. Corr
This article identifies the four
New York University
tistics courses offered.
60
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value. As a result, management
does not know the vital areas of
business on which attention should
be focused.
Mr. Tyson believes that in ten
years many progressive corporations
will surrender the title “controller”
and substitute the title “informa
tion manager.” The change will
be necessary to emphasize the
importance of reporting capability
a means of survival. However, in
his opinion, many accountants will
not be ready for the greater respon
sibilities unless they open their
eyes and broaden their views.
In addition to the commonly
produced reports concerning in
come and expenditure, cash fore
casts, labor costs, efficiency and
performance, and flow of funds,
there is a large body of information
Providing Management with Con
not
getting through to manage
trol Information by T. F. Tyson,
ment.
In many instances there is
Cost and Management, January,
need for more comprehensive in
1965.
formation related to inventory con
In Mr. Tysons opinion, the ma
trol, invoice analysis, accounts re
jority of businesses are burdened
ceivable control, labor turnover, di
with antiquated accounting systems
rect costing, and variances.
that fail to provide management
Mr. Tyson believes that this type
with timely, accurate, appropriate,
of information is absolutely neces
and well presented information.
sary for effective control. However,
Most companies suffer from drunk
before such information can be of
enness caused by an overwhelming
maximum value, management must
maze of reports and malnutrition
develop a sound organization struc
caused by lack of a regular, bal
ture. Therefore, Mr. Tyson reiter
anced diet of reliable information.
ates as principles of organization
Often the information gathered is
the principles of objectivity, spe
more costly to produce than its
cialization, coordination, authority,
value justifies and presents ques
responsibility, definition, correspon
tions rather than propositions for
dence, span of control, balance, and
alternate courses of action. This ar
continuity.
ticle offers some suggestions for
To replace outdated, bottleneck
solving this problem.
producing accounting systems, Mr.
Management must bear the blame
Tyson recommends the develop
for the deficiencies of present in
ment of an information retrieval
formation systems, the author de
system tailored to the mission of
clares. In many instances manage
the business. Such a system would
ment has failed to establish objec
involve the organization and cod
tives, plans, policies, and proce
ing of source information, the use
dures. Organizational structures are
of a system of indexing to locate or
not properly designed or defined in
identify each subject item, and the
relation to the goals of the busi
development of means by which
ness. Accounting systems, including
items are physically stored and/or
the code and classification of ac
brought before the requestor. The
counts, do not reflect the organiza
information cycle would encompass
tion structure. Bottlenecks impede
generation, reduction, analysis, dis
the flow of information, and there
semination, use, storage, retrieval,
is confusion between cost and
correlation, and re-use.
7. The advent of the computer,
revised secondary school instruc
tion, and the enthusiastic encour
agement of businessmen have re
sulted in students who are better
prepared for and more interested

in quantitative methods.
8. The business faculty should
meet this opportunity with courses
and instruction that stimulate and
encourage the student to work in
statistics and the total quantitative
area to the fullest extent possible.
9. Students with the interest and
ability may then become outstand
ing specialists in application of
quantitative methods to business
and economic problems.
D. R. Carmichael, CPA
University of Illinois

July-August, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965

Difficulties arise in the installa
tion of such a system because of
differences in viewpoints, generics,
semantics, and syntax. However,
Mr. Tyson believes that the payoff
from an effectively designed sys
tem can be substantial despite the
problems of design and installation.
Increased managerial efficiency will
enhance the accountant’s position,
negating the threat of redundancy
that now faces the accounting pro
fession.
H.
Helm, Jr.
The University of Texas

The Profitability of a Firm’s Pur
chase of Its Own Common Stock
by Eugene F. Brigham, California
Management Review, Winter, 1964.
This article illustrates the advan
tages for a company of investing in
its own stock if other investment
opportunities are limited.

In recent years many well known
companies have purchased signifi
cant amounts of their own stock
through the open market. The prin
cipal reasons for such purchases
seem to be these: (1) Acquisitionminded companies frequently find
it easier to buy another company
with treasury stock than with cash
or a new issue of shares. (2) Some
companies simply consider the pur
chase as an investment. Professor
Brigham examines the rationale be
hind the purchase
an investment
and discusses two ways in which it
can be profitable.
Although the United States econ
omy
a whole has grown rapidly
during the postwar years, some sec
tors have not shared in this expan
sion. Serious investment problems
have arisen in stagnant industries
where demand is increasing too
slowly to permit the profitable in
vestment of all internally generated
funds.
The excess funds could be dis
tributed as dividends, but taxes, at
ordinary income rates, would ab
sorb some of the distribution. On
the other hand, if these funds were
invested in the company’s own
stock, any gain to withdrawing
stockholders would be taxed at cap
61
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ital gains rates. The reduction of
first method can crush a potentially
vestment. When a product has
outstanding shares through pur
profitable product. The second can
reached maturity it is usually nec
chase and retirement would in
protect a very unprofitable one. Es
essary to consider new major ex
crease the earnings per share of the
timated earnings to be realized
penditures of effort.
remaining shares. The wealth of
from a new product must be re
An analysis of ROI for an enter
the continuing shareholders is
lated to the necessary investment
prise would show the following
thereby increased without detri
over a specified period of time.
components: (1) contribution to in
Moreover, accounting procedures
ment to those who sell out.
come from old products (R0), i.e.,
A second reason for investing in
do not give effect to the time value
those having reached maturity, as
one’s own stock is based on the as
of money.
defined above, related to the assets
sumption that a firm can reduce its
Mr. Scheuble makes two sugges
employed; (2) new products (Rn),
over-all cost of capital through the
tions to facilitate return on invest
i.e., those not having reached ma
use of debt in the capital structure.
ment analysis: the use of nomo
turity compared to that portion of
A company that has used retained
graphs and the use as a time base
total assets used to support these
earnings to retire debt could lower
of the maturity of the project rather
new products (a); and (3) the re
its cost of capital by incurring some
than its entire economic life. He
turn from the investment in new
debt and retiring common stock
also presents a formula analyzing
products (Ri) in relation to invest
with the proceeds. If the Mo
each of the components of a firm’s
ment costs, (k), which must be de
digliani-Miller thesis (that capital
total return on investment which
termined from a separate analysis.
structure has no effect on cost of
shows not only the profitability of
(k is the proportion of all assets
capital) is correct, this second rea
the various products but also how
devoted to the new investment di
son is invalid.
intensively total assets are being
vided by the sum of old assets plus
James H. McLean
utilized and the degree of excess
new assets.) The ROI for the en
The Ohio State University
capacity.
terprise can be expressed as:
The calculations necessary to de
R = R0 (1-a) + Rna + Rik +
termine the ROI can be both labor
ROI for New-Product Policy by
j(1-a) (Rn-R0)
ious and time-consuming. In most
Philip A. Scheuble, Jr., Harvard
(j = new assets divided by the
cases absolute precision is gladly
Business Review, November-De
sum
of the old and new assets.)
traded
for
rapidity
of
solution.
cember, 1964.
This
relationship
holds true where
With the use of a nomograph the
Return on investment as
per
costs
of
new
investments
are ex
ROI can be calculated in a matter
formance measurement is winning
pensed
rather
than
capitalized.
To
of seconds. The data needed are
growing use for evaluation of capi
determine
the
firm
’
s
ROI
if
these
the desired rate of return; the time
tal expenditures but is seldom ap
costs are capitalized, divide R by
base or period necessary for the
plied
a guide for day-to-day de
(1 + k).
product to reach maturity; average
cisions, chiefly because of the dif
Assume these values: R = 18%;
annual income; and the total in
ficulty of calculating it and the
R0 = 20%; Rn = 15%; a = 30%; k
vestment needed. By locating these
limitations of classical accounting
= .11; j = .0055. Solving Ri gives
four points on the nomograph the
concepts in providing information.
you —4.5%. By contrast, an analysis
analyst can tell whether the annual
The author offers solutions to these
of the income statement may show
average income is sufficient to am
two problems that would permit
a satisfactory ROI. The parameter
ortize the investment and provide
the application of return on in
a is of particular importance in in
the desired return. The nomograph
vestment analysis to marketing in
dicating the utilization of assets for
can be used to determine total in
vestments.
new products and the level of ex
vestment if the other factors are
cess capacity. The use of k as a
known, or with all cost and volume
“Classical accounting philoso
measure of the magnitude of new
data available the problem can be
phy,” according to Mr. Scheuble,
product investment should direct
worked back to determine the ROI.
will lead management toward the
management to a fuller utilization
Although the maturity period of
selection of unprofitable ventures
of total assets. And j reflects the
a product investment cannot be de
and the rejection of highly desira
new assets acquired for the new
termined exactly, it is easier to
ble ones. Accounting is concerned
products. When considered with
predict than total life, and its use
with the periodic determination of
the other parameters, the smaller
forces new products to become selfnet income, whereas the profitabili
the value of j the greater the utili
supporting within a calculable pe
ty of investments must be consid
zation of the old facilities.
riod. For practical purposes, ma
ered over the entire ife of the
It has been shown empirically
turity is reached when sales show
project. According to accepted ac
that
the first business to enter a
signs
of
stabilizing.
What
is
being
counting methodology, all costs
new
market
can achieve and main
sought
is
a
point
in
time
that
can
relative to a new product can be
tain
its
market
position even though
be used
a yardstick of the re
either expensed
incurred or am
competitors
enter
later offering con
sults achieved by the original in
ortized over future periods. The
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss4/8
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et al.: What
People
Are Writing
About
sumers lower prices. Aggressive ac Tibbs
counting
reports
include
elimina
tion is necessary to take advantage
tion of all unnecessary details and
of quick-breaking opportunities.
useless figures; rounding figures
Thus the nomograph and using a
when appropriate; avoiding techni

shorter economic life can help man
cal accounting terminology; and
agement steer new product pro
including ratios, comparisons, and
grams more effectively.
other tools of measurement. Al
Shirley
Arbesfeld, CPA
ways the accountant must design
New York University
his reports to satisfy the needs of
the readers, not his own tastes.
Underlying the reporting struc
The Accountant’s Responsibility
ture is a chart of accounts, support
for Effective Management Con
ed by an appropriate coding sys
trol by James C. Cohrs, Manage
tem,
which accumulates revenues
ment Controls, February, 1965.
and expenses according to areas of
Mr. Cohrs, a partner in the Dal
responsibility, function, and ex
las office of Peat, Marwick, Mitch
pense classification. The accounts
ell & Co., summarizes what he
should be designed so that cost
acknowledges are fundamental con
items can be readily recorded with
cepts and procedures well known
out detailed analysis or reconstruc
to accountants, but his emphasis is
tion of accounts. Illustrating the
upon these concepts and proce
requirements of a coding system,
dures as prerequisites to effective
Mr. Cohrs hypothecates a mainte
management control of the modern
nance department segregated be
business enterprise.
tween field and plant activities. To
facilitate the preparation of neces
The key to establishing sound
sary responsibility reports, mainte
management controls is effective re
nance expenditures in this system
porting and interpretation of op
would be coded according to nature
erating results: goals which may be
of expense, function performed,
achieved through responsibility re
foreman responsible for expendi
porting. Responsibility reporting
ture, location of responsibility
produces reports that are timely,
(plant or field), general ledger clas
accurate, and readily understood;
sification,
and final responsibility
that report operating results ac
(manufacturing).
Mr. Cohrs sug
cording to individual management
gests designing an eight-digit code
responsibility; and that compare
to satisfy these reporting require
performance with predetermined
ments.
objectives, give timely emphasis to
Although responsibility reporting
trouble spots, and indicate courses
can be developed without an un
of corrective action.
derlying budgetary system, a sound
Prerequisites for an effective re
budget program operates on the
sponsibility reporting program are
principle of responsibility report
management backing, a well de
ing. To be effective, budgets should
fined organization structure, an ad
be integrated with actual financial
equate accounting system, a system
accounts and should not contain
of budgetary controls, and a con
such uncontrollable items as allo
tinuing program of evaluation and
cated overhead costs.
review. Once management has pro
Once an effective responsibility
vided an organization structure
reporting system is achieved, the
that clearly defines responsibilities,
accountant should take an active
the accountant can design his ac
role in counseling his management
counting system, including the
associates in the interpretation of
chart of accounts and the cost sys
his reports, pointing out trouble
tem and perhaps a budgetary pro
spots requiring attention and sug
gram, with the objective of yield
gesting alternative courses of ac
ing a series of integrated reports
tion. Mr. Cohrs concludes that the
that summarize performance at
accountant’s main responsibility in
each level of the organization.
developing effective management
Requirements for effective ac
July-August,
1965 1965
Published
by eGrove,

control must be the motivation of
corrective action; this cannot be
achieved unless the accountant
takes an active role in working with
his fellow managers.
The merit of Mr. Cohrs’ article is
not that it presents anything par
ticularly new but that it concisely
summarizes the principal elements
in responsibility reporting for effec
tive management control and the
accountant’s role in the preparation
and interpretation of reports.
E. John Larsen, CPA
University of Southern California
Analysis of Investment Alterna
tives Which Affect Warranty
Costs by Larry R. Gsellman, The
Engineering Economist, Fall, 1964.

This paper points out the impor
tance of considering the time value
of money when analyzing invest
ment proposals that are designed
to affect warranty costs.
The author notes that in general
industry has overlooked the need
for “time value of money” analysis
in dealing with warranty cost prob
lems even though the importance
of warranty cost analysis has been
magnified by the increased length
of warranties and the expectation
of even greater increases in their
length in the future.
The author develops a general
solution to a problem where fail
ures which follow the normal dis
tribution can be eliminated by a
design change that would increase
production cost. The present worth
of the increased production costs is
matched against the present worth
of the savings associated with the
elimination of the warranty work
on the component that has proved
troublesome in the product design.
This excess present worth approach
was selected rather than the inter
nal rate of return since the formula
for the present worth of the sav
ings would prove difficult in the
trial and error approach of the in
ternal rate of return model. A trial
and error solution would be diffi
cult since the formula does not
lend itself to the use of present
worth tables.
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responsible for the entire distribu
The proposed model is illustrated
this perspective. Instead, the situ
tion activity.
by a sample problem that familiar
ation is chaotic. Overlapping de
After analyzing the organization
izes the reader with the applica
partments generate a multiplicity
al structure, the author would di
tion of the present worth formula
of decision making centers, thereby
rect subsequent studies to specific
that is derived in the paper and
tending to impair clear lines of
areas in which these functional ac
stresses the need for considering
authority and responsibility. If this
tivities will occur. Research can
the time value of money.
situation is in fact unrecognized
serve to indicate markets in which
The article is well written and
and unnoticed by top management,
sales effort is potentially most pro
worth attention since it focuses on
the author contends, it indicates
ductive. Thorough analysis of com
an emerging problem that to date
even more vividly the need for
petitors’ activities may provide a
has been given little discussion. Al
thorough analysis and coordinated
foundation
for development of ap
though the paper deals with a spe
efforts toward improvement in
propriate strategies and marketing
cific case involving a normal distri
these functional areas.
programs, and minimum criteria
bution it nevertheless is sufficiently
Study of the distribution system
for sales and profits can be estab
detailed to provide the approach
therefore must begin with the or
lished on a product-location basis.
that would be required to perform
ganizational structure. Only within
(A logistics approach to sales ef
a “time value” analysis in problems
the most efficient framework can a
fort should prevail.) Secondly, since
company hope to attain its prede
involving distributions other than
present distribution facilities nor
the normal.
termined goals while minimizing
mally do not coincide with popu
relevant costs. The author pro
Joseph F. Schirger
lation centers, the planning of fu
poses
an
organizational
structure
New York University
ture outlets should proceed similar
designed to provide an integrated
ly in a logistics perspective because
Synchromation of Distribution
approach to problems of distribu
only in this way can transportation
tion. The function would be divid
Functions Increases Profits by
costs be reduced significantly.
E. R. merie Cost and Manage
ed as follows:
The author further indicates that
ment, November, 1964.
Executive Office Level—sales de
computer technology is becoming
mand forecasting, traffic, purchas
The author proposes a “total sys
ing, production planning and inven
increasingly important to the opti
tems” approach to distribution as
tory control, and package design
mization of distribution efforts, par
key to synchronization of plan
Synchromated Level—production
ticularly in the areas of inventory
ning and control efforts in the fu
planning, inventory control, pur
control, stock replenishment, and
ture. (Synchromation is his word
chasing, receiving, shipping, mate
centralization of stock locations.
to denote synchronization of all the
rials handling, traffic, and custom
Similar innovations will eventually
parts making up a total system.)
pervade every area of distribution,
er service
Distribution functions currently
Distribution Center Level—local
and the full implications of these
cartage and shipping, receiving,
comprise industry’s third largest
changes on management techniques
cost, and this area seems to provide
materials handling, inventory con
are as yet unknown. Given these
trol, facility maintenance, and cus
factors, a “total systems” approach
significant opportunities for profit
tomer service—order processing.
improvement. By “streamlining all
to distribution is essential, and it
the distribution functions into a
(The external sales organization
should certainly ease the path of
single profit centre accountability
would be completely segregated
progress that is to come.
structure,” the author suggests, we
from all activities going on inside
The author implicitly concludes
may be able to alleviate many of
the center.)
that the distribution function will
Company chief executives would
eventually command its own or
the inadequacies inherent in pres
formulate
general
objectives
and
ganizational structure. He contends
ent corporate distribution organiza
philosophies, but departmental
that a broad approach, encompass
tions.
goals must be translated more spe
ing thorough analysis of all relevant
The objectives of distribution can
cifically at lower levels. The syn
be stated generally to be the pro
areas, is essential to the develop
chromated level would be headed
vision of maximum customer ser
ment of an integrated distribution
by a factory manager with a plan
functional organization as a “single
vice (delivering products to con
ning-distribution manager report
sumers with a minimum of delay)
profit centre accountability struc
ing directly to him and acting as an
while minimizing all relevant costs,
ture.” In effect, he argues that the
intermediary between his position
optimal accomplishment of distri
particularly investment in inven
and the operating levels within
tories. An efficient organizational
bution’s stated objectives depends
this function. A distribution center
structure is obviously essential to
to a very large extent on the suc
would normally be headed by a
cessful implementation of this ap
optimal accomplishment of these
objectives, but it does not appear
distribution manager, and he, to
proach.
gether with the factory manager,
Donald Madden
to the author that many companies
have approached distribution in
would report to a vice president
The University of Texas
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